Customer Service: 1-888-GO-BETCO
Equipment Tech Support 1-877-856-5954
8AM - 5:30PM EST, Monday - Friday

Symplicity™ L-S-R Delimer
Directions for Use

Machine Descaler

Concentrated Delimer formulated with a blend of organic and
inorganic acids combined with controlled foam surfactants for
superior performance. LSR Delimer contains a unique odor
eliminating fragrance that eliminates the objectionable odor that
occurs in use with other similar products. It can be diluted for
manual cleaning or up to full strength for fast deliming of
automatic dishmachines and other equipment. Liquid
formulation easily dispenses and disperses in water removing
rust and lime Do not use on silverplated flatware, dishware with
gold trim, copper or brass.
Features

NSF International Certified for use in all regulated food
processing and food service environments.
Fast Acting - Labor Savings, Removes lime scale - even from
delicate metals
Liquid Concentrate – Economical, Saves Money
Low Foaming - Improved Performance
Safe - Use on stainless steel, plastics and soft metals as
directed
Low Odor - Pleasant Fragrance
Versatile – Removes /descales a variety of equipment
Available In

4 - 1 Gal. Bottles Item #24804-00
55 Gal. Drum Item #24855-00

DISH MACHINE
1. Drain dish machine, and turn off detergent dispensing
system.
2. Refill dish machine, and add 2 to 4 ounces of L-S-R per
gallon.
3. Run dish machine on manual with racks inside for 15 minutes.
4. Check that wash and rinse nozzles are free of debris and
scale.
5. Using the solution in dish machine tank, wipe down exterior of
dish machine, and then wipe dry.
6. Drain dish machine, turn on detergent dispensing system,
and refill dish machine.
STAINLESS FOOD SERVICE EQUIPMENT, PORCELAIN, OR
CERAMIC SURFACES
1. Create a solution using 2 to 4 ounces of L-S-R per gallon of
HOT water.
2. Apply to surface, and scrub, rinse with clear water and wipe
dry.
Tech Specs

Color
Fragrance
Foaming
Detergency
Warranty

Light Green
Floral
Moderate
Excellent
2 years

